
Connect your Supply Chain with Anaplan

For the first webinar in the series we will introduce you to the unique features that make of Anaplan an extremely powerful and
flexible planning and calculation platform, capable of pulling together parts of the business that can’t come together any other
way.

Supply Chain Optimisation lands in Anaplan

In this webinar we will discuss Anaplan’s newly introduced Optimisation engine and provide a walk-through of the key
functionality of one of the industry’s fastest linear programming optimization solutions and how Anaplan’s optimization engine
helps determine which course best propels your business forward.

Release working capital using Anaplan to calculate your Safety Stock

Inventory and Safety stock calculation is one of the hottest topics in Supply Chain, since we live in a world where the costs of
warehousing, consumer expectations and complexity of their patterns are increasing over time.

Plan for the future with Statistical Forecasting in Anaplan

A key driver for many industries such as FMCG that make to stock is an accurate forecast of future demand. Statistical algorithms
that leverage history to predict demand for a year or more ahead can provide a dispassionate projection into the future free of
human bias or a starting point for account manager and demand planners to build upon.

Drive efficiency in your supply chain with Optimization in Anaplan

While giving an insight into key functionality within the Optimizer, specific Industry Use cases & examples will be introduced to
help supply chain professionals understand how the Optimizer can start driving efficiencies within their planning process whether
that be Network, Production or Inventory Optimization.

End-to-End Demand Management in Anaplan

A reliable picture of future demand for your products is the essential starting point to planning your Supply Chain. In this Webinar
we will show how Anaplan’s connected planning platform can provide a flexible and user centric tool to support the complete
Demand Management Process.
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